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What would you think if you went exploring and suddenly found

yourself looking back in time 20,000 years, when you could see

giant bulls, bears and even rhinoceros in the fields of France? 

 

In a sleepy village near Lascaux (say lass – coe), for four young

French boys and their dog, Robot, this is what actually happened.

One midsummer’s day in 1940, as Germany was invading France at

the start of the Second World War, the friends made a remarkable

discovery. 

 

This is what Robot’s young owner, Marcel, 

thought about it.

This morning Robot got himself into

trouble on our walk by chasing a

rabbit and suddenly disappearing! I

followed the sound of his frantic

yapping to the roots of an enormous

old tree. There I found him sitting at

the bottom of a very deep hole.

He didn’t seem hurt so I used the tree

roots to climb down to him although I

ripped my shorts on the way.

He was so pleased to see me that he

jumped up and licked me on the nose.

Then I had a muddy shirt too. I had

tucked Robot under my arm when I

stopped and looked around me

curiously. I could see the hole had

rocky sides and perhaps a tunnel at

one end, half-hidden by roots. When I

looked closer in the dim light, I jumped

back in surprise, nearly dropping

Robot. I was scared I’d seen a snake,

but there, painted on the wall was a

magnificent pair of stag’s antlers,

with the faint outline of  

a leaping body behind.

Marcel's Diary
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11th September 1940

Montignac

France

This is the most exciting day

of my life!



He’s going to tell George and Simon

to explore it with us tomorrow. We’ll

go through the woods in case there

are any German patrols on the road. I

don’t want them knowing we might

have found the secret tunnel to

Lascaux castle. I’ve heard there was

treasure there and maybe we’ll prove

it…

I couldn’t wait to tell the others so I

scrambled quickly out and rushed to

Jacques’ house. When I explained

what Robot and I had found, he said

his grandad had told him about a

hidden passage near the castle.
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11th September 1940

Continued

Marcel
Robot



I was wrong! Yesterday was not the

best day because today was even

better. I have never been so tired! I’m

going to scribble this quickly before I

forget anything.

We met up on our bicycles and when

we got to the big tree in the woods, I

showed my friends the hole.

Everyone was excited to go down it

but Simon said he’d stay with Robot

and the bikes in case we needed him

to go for help.

I climbed down with my torch ready

and a little oil lamp I’d brought.

Jacques and Georges followed and

we wriggled down the tunnel.

Finally, we stood up in a huge

cavern. I shone the torch around

and we were amazed. We have

never seen anything like it. 

Hundreds of wild horses, cattle and

deer stampeded across the curving

cave wall. Jacques spotted a bear

and Simon’s torch lit up something

that looked like an ancient

rhinoceros, which is impossible! 
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12th September 1940

Montignac

France

The paintings were black, red and

yellow. They were so colourful and

lifelike that the animals seemed to

jump off the walls. Filling the whole of

one side were four gigantic bulls.

Each one was fifteen paces long (I

counted it). 

Jacques has read about cave

paintings like these so he says they

are thousands of years old. We

couldn’t wait to tell Simon. Then he

had to come down, of course, while

Georges stayed with Robot, who kept

trying to get back down the hole.

We have all decided it will be our

secret. We don’t want the Germans

finding out. We could tell some of

the others at school and see if they

want to see it too. I think we might

have found the treasure of Lascaux

after all.

Marcel



The four boys decided to tell their teacher who was just as

thrilled as they were. Before long, an expert archaeologist came

to see them and the discovery was in the newspapers. For a

short time, the boys and Robot were famous.

 

After the war, the caves were opened to the public but by 1963, a

terrible black fungus began to cover the paintings and destroy

them. This was probably caused by the change in temperature,

the lights in the cave and bacteria in the visitors’ breath. The

caves were closed and a visitor centre with full-sized copies

made next door. The paintings are now beginning to recover.

For storytelling about a hunt while everyone was

gathered around the fire (like pictures in a book)

To decorate a special place

For worshipping nature

Painting a picture of the animal you want to find for

luck in the next hunt

We know that people didn’t live in these caves all the time

because archaeologists would have found lots more

evidence of them and the things they ate. Experts

don’t really know why people painted so many animals on

the cave walls over such a long period of time. They think

these might be some of the reasons:

 

What happened next?
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Why are the cave paintings

there?



1.  The paintings were made 15-20,000 years ago. They

were done over a very long time and many families worked

on them.
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5 Facts About Lascaux Cave

2. There are nearly 2000 figures on the walls: 364 horses,

90 stags, cattle, bison, cats of all sizes, a bird, a bear, a

rhinoceros and a human. Surprisingly, there are no pictures

of reindeer, even though it was the main food for prehistoric

people.

3. One of the most famous paintings shows four huge bulls

called Aurochs. Aurochs are very large cows that are now

extinct but in ancient times they were common in Europe,

as were rhinoceros! The bulls in the cave are 5.2m long and

are the biggest prehistoric paintings of animals that we

know about. 

4. Most of the paintings are made with a black outline of

charcoal although some are carved into the rock. Yellow and

red colours are also used. These are made using powdered

rocks added to water to make paint – this is called mineral

pigment. Prehistoric people used their hands, brushes made

with hair or moss (like sponge painting) and hollow bones to

blow the paint through. 

5. Archaeologists have found lots of evidence of the people

who lived nearby and used the caves. Their finds include:

carved reindeer bones, flint chips from knives or spear

heads and a needle made from bone.


